D30 Cataclysmic Events
1 An earthquake rocks the land.
2 The rivers overflow their banks flooding many areas. Probably with just water.
3 Massive volcanic eruption. Cities buried. Lava Flows. Clouds of volcanic ash.
4 Landslides/Mudslides/Avalanches bury mountain towns or block passes.
5 Tidal wave/Tsunami lays waste to the coastal areas.
6 Hurricane/Typhoon makes landfall. The damage spread inland.
7 Massive drought makes fields barren and water scarce. May even create new deserts.
8 Wild fires scorch a large area.
9 Freak blizzard or sudden unseasonal freeze destroys crops and makes life miserable.
10 Meteorite crashes to earth. Did a bring something else besides destruction?
11

A miles-wide sink swallows up whatever happened to be there. Maybe something
crawls out.

12 Plague wipes our large portions of the population.
13 Famine strikes. Food is scarce.
14 Two powerful kingdoms go to war.
15 A powerful group or race begins a genocidal purge of another group or race.
16 A powerful group, city, or kingdom is taken over by a fanatical element.
17 A “good” kingdom is usurped by an “evil” rules.
18 An entire race is rendered sterile. Is there a cure?
19

A species of normal animals sudden become sentient and start forming their own
society.

20

A new moon appears in the night sky. Tidal patterns go crazy. Maybe other things
happen.

21 A huge mysterious object is floating in the sky. Is it a city or something else?
22 A strange alien city suddenly appears. Are the inhabitants friendly or not?
23 A major city just disappears.
24 A new dangerous magical artifact is created.
25 A magic rift opens. What horrors invade the world?
26 The dead rise from their graves and attack the living.
27 A gigantic monster rampages across the land.
28 A god dies or is killed.
29 An ancient and long forgotten god returns.
30 A new god rises.

